Iberia Blue Lda can offer you in-depth knowledge
and a vast practical experience in all facets of the
pool construction process, from design concepts,
concrete structures to specialized interior
finishes.
Our licensed building company is considered to
be one of the major pool companies in the
Algarve and Portugal offering a specialized range
of pool design and unique finishes.

that fits your exact specifications

“

“we can design a swimming pool

Swimming pools constructed by Iberia Blue are
built using projected concrete over steel formwork cage. Creating a rounded and seamless
structure by utilizing projected concrete we
remove the dated system of shuttering and
therefore there is no weak spot.
This method of construction is known to produce
a stronger concrete shell yet also offers total
freedom in design and is quicker than the
standard block and shutter technique.

“natural beauty and complete
freedom of design with
pebble finishes

“

Interior Finishes
There are five different finishes available through our
company.
We specialize in the exposed Natural pebble finishes
from Pebble Pro, Wet Edge Technologies and
Krystalkrete. We employ highly qualified applicators of
pebble interiors that have experience of 100.000’s of
m2 applied over the years. In us you can trust you will
receive a professionally applied finish from the most
experienced team in Portugal.

Sandy Beach Pebble

Wet Egde

Krystalcrete

Crystal Effects

The pebble used from Pebble Pro and Wet Edge
Technologies™ is of the highest quality required to
withstand the pool environment. Only our finishes are
enhanced by the addition of Pebble Edge™.
Natural Pebble from Pebble Pro™ is a blend of natural
pebbles with cement which offers long lasting non slip
finish to your pool in a range of beautiful natural blues,
greens and sandy beach tones.
With our five naturally beautiful pebbles sourced from
the shores of beaches in New Zealand, we combine the
pebbles into a range of finishes to give you stunning
water tones that create spectacular natural looking
pools to complement any surrounding.
Pebble Pro - This original finish provides a beautiful and
natural appearance to your pool. By combining the
larger pebbles and white cement we create a range of
six attractive colours. This finish offers you a beautiful
depth of colour to your water and a finish that is nonslip and durable.

Mosaic

Pebble Silk - This exciting finish takes the best of the
original Pro finish and by utilizing a smaller pebble
offers you all the fantastic features of a pebble finish
with a more evenly and smooth textured feel.

Pebble Pro

Through our Partnership with Wet
Edge™ we can also draw of over 50
years of experience in pebble and
are now able to offer Pebble Edge™
admixture to our range of pebble
finishes. “Pebble Edge™ Admixture”
was developed with the guidance of
leading experts specializing in
cement chemistry and is a blend of
pozzolans and polymers which
when added to our cement will
make our cement stronger, denser
and less susceptible to surface
degradation.

The most innovative pool finish manufacturer in the industry, Wet
Edge Technologies® brings the vibrant elegance and durability of
nature to your pool floor. A cutting edge aggregate pool finish is the
smart alternative, offering superior strength and durability and a
wide array of colours, making them the perfect choice for your
swimming pool. From the shores of Chile to the beaches of New
Zealand, Wet Edge travel to source stones that offer the perfect
balance of strong mineral composition, colour, size and texture so
that your pool finish will maintain its vibrant lustre and structural
integrity for years to come.

One of the most desirable pool finishes on the market
today due to its durability and beauty. The Pearl Matrix
™ finish provides an eye-catching and long-lasting
surface that will stand the test of time.
Only the size of the pebbles set the Satin Matrix™ apart
from Pearl Matrix™. The slightly smaller pebbles in Satin
Matrix™ pool finish are every bit as durable and beautiful as those in Pearl Matrix™. Satin Matrix™ also includes
the Pebble Edge™ Admixture that was developed with
the guidance of leading experts specializing in cement
chemistry.
Along with the traditional and classic option of mosaic tiles
finish our company can offer you the new finish Krystalkrete©.
Krystalkrete® is made from nature's finest materials to create
the most luxurious pool finish in the world. Available in 9
lustrous colours including Royal Blue and Ebony Black,
Krystalkrete® will transform your pool into a breathtaking
masterpiece. Whether you're looking for traditional elegance,
contemporary flash or something in between, nothing captivates the imagination like Krystalkrete®.
Krystalkrete® combines the performance properties of
enriched white Portland cement with factory-blended crystalline aggregates enhanced with sparkling colored quartz to
create a luster and strength that outshines and outlasts
traditional pool finishes. For new construction, renovation or
just to show off, Krystalkrete® sets the bar the competition
can't reach.

Special Features

Our attention to detail is one of the things that sets us
apart from other pool builders. We know that your
swimming pool should be more than just functional –
it should add interest and beauty to your garden.
Incorporating a design feature into your pool’s design
can help accomplish this.
Incorporate an overflowing Jacuzzi or infinity edge
overflowing into a second pool, a beach entry or
swim out shelf for lounging on, have some fun with a
bubble seat or childrens bubble area. These are just a
small selection as the possibilities are endless and
only confined by our imaginations.

should be more than just functional

Overflows

Infinity Edges

“

“we know that a swimming pool

Swimout Shelves

Bubble Seats

Beach Entries

